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Abstract-   Neural network simulations appear to be a recent development. However, this field was established before 
the advent of computers, and has survived at least one major setback and several eras. The history of neural 
networks can be traced back to the work of trying to model the neuron. Neural networks have the natural ability of 
learning like that of a human brain. This paper focuses on the implementation of Neural network based fuzzy PD 
controller for position control of a DC motor. Firstly, we have used the fuzzy logic controller of Mamdani type 
inferencing. The training data is fed to the Neural network based structure (connectionist structure or ANFIS 
structure). That training data is considered as the expert data. The proposed ANFIS structure uses the Sugeno type 
inferencing. In both of the fuzzy and Neuro-fuzzy PD controller has the rule base. It is verified that the DC motor 
characteristics is better using the ANFIS controller with lesser number of rules than that of the fuzzy logic controller. 

Keyword: ANFIS controller, connectionist model, fuzzy PD controller, neuro-fuzzy PD controller, DC motor position 
control.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years, Fuzzy systems and neural networks have attracted the interest of researchers in 
various scientific and engineering areas [1], [2] and variety of applications of fuzzy logic [3], and neural 
networks [4], [5], ranging from consumer electronics [6], [7] and industrial process control[8], [9] to decision 
analysis [10], medical instrumentation [11] and financial trading. The happy marriage of the techniques of fuzzy 
logic and neural networks suggests the novel idea of transforming the burden of designing fuzzy logic [12] 
systems to the training and learning of connectionist neural network and vice-versa Neuro-fuzzy modeling [13], 
together with a new driving force from stochastic, gradient-free optimization techniques such as genetic 
algorithms and simulated annealing, forms the constituents of so–called soft computing [13], which is aimed at 
solving real world decision–making  modeling, and control problems. These problems are usually imprecisely 
defined and require human intervention. Thus neuro-fuzzy and soft computing, with their ability to incorporate 
human knowledge and to adapt their knowledge base via new optimization techniques, are likely to play 
increasingly important roles in the conception and design of hybrid intelligent systems. These benefits can be 
witnessed by the success in applying neuro-fuzzy systems in various areas. 

The combination of neural networks and fuzzy logic offers the possibility of modification of fuzzy 
membership functions and design difficulties of fuzzy logic [14]. This new approach combines the well 
established advantages of both the methods and avoids the drawbacks of both. The resultant network will be 
more transparent and can be easily recognized in the form of fuzzy logic control rules. 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [4], [5] is an information processing paradigm that is inspired by the 
way biological nervous systems, such as the brain, process information. Artificial Neural Networks, also 
referred as to connectionist systems or neurocomputing, are the recent generations of information processing 
systems that are constructed to make use of some organizational principles that characterize the human brain. 
Artificial neural networks may either be used to gain an understanding of biological neural networks, or for 
solving artificial intelligence [15] problems without necessarily creating a model of a real biological system. An 
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ANN is configured for a specific application, such as pattern recognition [16] or data classification, through a 
learning process [17]. Learning in biological systems involves adjustments to the synaptic connections that exist 
between the neurons. 

In modern software implementations of artificial neural networks [4], [5], the approach inspired by biology 
has been largely abandoned for a more practical approach based on statistics and signal processing. In some of 
these systems, neural networks or parts of neural networks (such as artificial neurons) are used as components in 
larger systems that combine both adaptive and non-adaptive [18] elements. While the more general approach of 
such adaptive systems is more suitable for real-world problem solving, it has far less to do with the traditional 
artificial intelligence connectionist models. Historically, the use of neural networks models marked a paradigm 
shift in the late eighties from high-level (symbolic) artificial intelligence [15], characterized by expert systems 
with knowledge embodied in if-then rules, to low-level (sub-symbolic) machine learning, characterized by 
knowledge embodied in the parameters of a dynamical system. The next major development in neural networks 
came in 1949 with the publication of Hebb’s book The Organization of Behavior, in which an explicit statement 
of a physiological learning rule for synaptic modification [19] was present for the first time. He introduced his 
famous postulates of learning, which states that the effectiveness of a synapse between two neurons is increased 
by the repeated activation of one neuron by the other across that synapse.  

 Later, as computers emerged in the 1950s, several researchers attempted to utilize the new technology to 
create better neural networks [20]. Over the next decade or so these physiologists, psychologists and computer 
engineers contributed greatly to the development of artificial neural networks.  

Significant progress has been made in the field of neural networks-enough to attract a great deal of attention 
and fund further research. Advancement beyond current commercial applications appears to be possible, and 
research is advancing the field on many fronts. Clearly, today is a period of transition for neural network 
technology. Although the golden age of neural network research ended 25 years ago, the discovery of back 
propagation has reenergized the research being done in this area. In recent times, networks with the same 
architecture as the back propagation network are referred to as multilayer perceptrons. This name does not 
impose any limitations on the type of algorithm used for learning. The back propagation network generated 
much enthusiasm at the time and there was much controversy about whether such learning could be 
implemented in the brain or not, partly because a mechanism for reverse signaling was not obvious at the time, 
but most importantly because there was no plausible source for the ‘teaching’ or ‘target’ signal. However, since 
2006, several unsupervised learning procedures [21] have been proposed for neural networks with one or more 
layers, using so-called deep learning algorithms. These algorithms can be used to learn intermediate 
representations, with or without a target signal, that capture the salient features of the distribution of sensory 
signals arriving at each layer of the neural network. 

II.    GENERAL FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL AND DECISION SYSTEM 

(a) General Fuzzy Logic Structure 

This section introduces the structure and functions of our previously proposed Neural-Network-Based Fuzzy 
Logic Controller (NN-FLC) [22], [23], which is a basic component of the proposed RNN-FLCS. The learned 
NN-FLC functions as a connectionist neural-network-based fuzzy logic control and decision-making system. 

Fig.1 shows the basic configuration of a fuzzy logic controller which is composed of three major 
components: fuzzifier, fuzzy rule base and inference engine, and defuzzifier. The fuzzifier performs the function 
of fuzzification that converts input data from an observed input space into proper linguistic values of fuzzy sets 
through predefined input membership functions. The rule base consists of a set of fuzzy logic rules in the form 
of “IF & THEN” to describe the control policy of expert knowledge. The inference engine is to match the output 
of the fuzzifier with the fuzzy logic rules and perform fuzzy implication and approximate reasoning to decide a 
fuzzy control action. Finally, the defuzzifier performs the function of defuzzification to yield a nonfuzzy (crisp) 
control action from an inferred fuzzy control action through predefined output membership functions. 
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In fuzzy logic systems the decisions are based on the inputs. Those inputs are in the form of linguistic 
variables derived from the membership function that is used to determine the fuzzy set. The linguistic 
variables are then matched with the preconditions of linguistic IF-THEN rules and the result of each 
rule is obtained through fuzzy implication. These ‘IF-THEN’ rules are stored in rule base. The rule 
base for our work is shown in fig.2. Now the response of each rule is weighted according to the degree 
of membership of its inputs and the centroid of the response is calculated to generate the appropriate 
decision output. In that way we can perform compositional rule of inferencing. The most accepted 
approach is to define the rules and the membership functions from a human operated system or an 
existing controller and testing the design for proper output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The rule base is same as the Fuzzy controller rule base. Now we shall embed the features of the ANN 
into the Fuzzy logic structure. This hybrid model is called Connectionist fuzzy logic model. We shall 
describe the detailed functions of the nodes in each of the five layers of the proposed connectionist 
model. The input and output linguistic notations are presented by the nodes in the input layer and 
output layer respectively in the connectionist fuzzy logic system. 
 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of FKBC. 
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(b)Connectionist structure 

This section introduces the structure and functions of the proposed neural fuzzy control network 
(NFCN), which is a feed forward multilayered connectionist structure. The NFCN integrates the basic 
elements and functions of a traditional FLC (e.g., membership functions, fuzzy logic rules, 
fuzzification, defuzzification, and fuzzy implication) into a connectionist structure which has 
distributed learning abilities to learn the input/output membership functions and fuzzy logic rules. Fig. 
3 shows the structure of our proposed NFCN. Nodes at layer one are input nodes (linguistic nodes) that 
represent input linguistic variables. Layer five is the output layer. The five layered connectionist 
structure performs fuzzy inference. Nodes at layer one are input nodes whose inputs are fuzzy numbers 
or crisp number. Each input node corresponds to one input linguistic variable. Nodes at layer two and 
four are the term nodes. It acts as membership functions to represent the terms of the respective 
linguistic variable. Actually, a layer-two node can be either a single node or composed of multilayer 
nodes. Nodes Layer five consists of output nodes whose outputs are also fuzzy number or crisp 
numbers. Only layer two and layer five have fuzzy weight. The single node performs a simple 
membership function. The simple membership function can be a triangular or bell shaped function. The 
multilayer nodes perform a complex membership function. A sub-neural network is an example of 
multilayer nodes. Each node in layer two executes a match action to find the match degree between the 
input fuzzy number and the fuzzy weight. The nodes at layer three are rule nodes. Each node represents 
one fuzzy rule. Thus, we can summarize that all the nodes at this layer together forms a fuzzy rule base. 
The links at layer three and four function as a connectionist inference engine that avoids the rule 
matching process. Layer three links define the preconditions of the rule nodes and layer four links 
define the consequences of the rule nodes. The links at layer two and five are fully connected between 
linguistic nodes and their corresponding term nodes. Now the network will learn fuzzy logic rules by 
deciding the existence and connectionist types of the links of layer three (precondition links) and layer 
four (consequence nodes). 

With this five-layered structure of the proposed connectionist model, the basic functions of a node 
can be defined. A typical network consists of a unit which has some finite fan-in of connections 
represented by weight values from other units and fan-out of connections to other units. Associated 
with the fan-in of a unit is an integration function > which serves to combine information, activation, or 
evidence from other nodes. 

The applications of the back-propagation algorithm two distinct passes of computation are 
distinguished. The first one is the Forward pass and the second one is Backward pass. In the forward 
pass the synaptic weights remain unaltered throughout the network and the function signals in the 
network are computed on a neuron-by-neuron basis. And in the backward pass the synaptic weights of 
the neurons are adjusted by the process of Back-propagation learning algorithm.    
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Forward Pass 

Layer 1 : 

The nodes in this layer just transmit input values to the next layer directly i.e. this layer is transparent. > = ud瓶  
and a = f 

 
(1) 

The link weight at layer one (国d囊) is unity. 

Layer 2 : 

Let us consider a single node that is to perform a simple membership function. We take the “bell 
shaped” function. For example – 

> = 怪铺腮2 试桂d2	,徽d2守= 	− (ud挠− 桂d2)挠徽d2挠  And, = Ȭ坪 

 
 
(2) 

Here  桂d2 = Centre (or mean) of the bell shaped function of the 鬼迫萍 term of the b迫萍 input linguistic 
variable  果d and, 徽d2 = Width (or variance) of the bell shaped function of the 鬼迫萍 term of the b迫萍 input 
linguistic variable果d. Hence the link weight at layer two 试国d2挠守 can be interpreted as 桂d2. If we use a set 
of nodes to perform a membership function, then the function of each node can be just in the standard 
form [8]. The whole subnet is learned off-line by a learning algorithm (e.g. Back-propagation) to 
perform the desired membership function. 

 

Figure 3. Connectionist fuzzy logic control/ decision system for the forward pass of the neural network. 
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Layer 3 : 

The links in this layer are used to perform preconditions matching of fuzzy logic rules. Hence, the rule 
nodes should perform the fuzzy AND operation. > = min试u囊,脑u挠脑, … … . . ,u颇脑守      and        a = f (3) 

i.e. layer 3 is transparent layer and its weight (国d脑) is then unity. 

Layer 4 : 

The nodes in this layer have two operational modes –  

i) Down-up transmission mode. 
ii) Up-down transmission mode. 

In down-up transmission mode, the links of layer 4 should perform the fuzzy OR operation to integrate 
the fired rules that have the same consequences. 

> = 素 ud恼颇
d妮囊  

 And, a = min (1, f ) 

 
 
(4) 

The link weight is then 国d恼 = 1. In up-down transmission mode, the nodes of layer 4 and links of layer 
5 functions same as layer 2. 

Layer 5 : 

There are two kinds of nodes in this layer. The first kind of node performs the down-up transmission 
for the decision signal output. 

f = 裹d  and a = f (5) 

The second kind of node performs the down up transmission mode for the decision signal output. 
If 桂d2闹 and 徽d2闹 are the centre and the width of the membership function respectively, then > = ∑国d2闹ud闹= ∑(桂d2 徽d2)	ud闹  

And,   = 坪∑弃腮鳃粕腮谴 

 
(6) 

These functions can be used to simulate the ‘Centre of Area’ defuzzfication method. 

Supervised Learning Phase 

Supervised training is the process of providing the network with a series of simple input and comparing 
the output with the expected responses. The training continues until the network is able to provide the 
expected response. This learning process is considered as learning with a teacher and it is thought that 
teacher has knowledge of the environment. This knowledge is represented by a set of input-output. In 
the supervised learning method the actual error is being minimized to obtain the actual control action 
output. The idea of Back propagation is used in this learning phase. During the Backward pass the 
synaptic weights are all adjusted in accordance with an ‘error correction rule’. 

Layer 5 : 

In this layer the centre and width parameter of the membership function is updated using Back-
propagation learning algorithm and those updated parameters are denoted as 桂d(˒ + 1) and 徽d(˒ + 1) 
respectively. As in the layer 5, there is same error signal is propagated by taking the difference between 
the desired output and current output signal and these error signal goes to the output all term nodes in 
layer 4. 

8 = 12素 Ȭ挠= 12 (裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹)挠 (7) 

As in forward learning the result will be terminated from 5th layer. So in back propagation learning this 
result’s adjustment will be started from 5th layer to minimize the error function (8). The weight can be 
interpreted as the centre 桂d and width	徽d. To adjust the centre 桂d and width 徽d is adjusted in the layer 

five by using the chain rule  
扦Ė扦屏腮 will be, 
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惠8惠桂d = 惠8惠 惠 惠>惠>惠桂d = 惠8惠Ȭ惠Ȭ惠 惠 惠>闹惠>闹惠桂d (8) 

 惠8惠Ȭ= 惠惠Ȭ释12 Ȭ挠恃= Ȭ = [裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹] (9) 

 惠Ȭ惠 = 惠Ȭ惠裹绥纵˒邹= 惠惠裹绥纵˒邹揍裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹租= − 1 (10) 

 惠 惠>闹= 惠Ȭ惠>纂 >∑徽d2ud闹嘴= 1∑徽dud (11) 

 惠>闹惠桂d = 磺惠桂d族素 (桂d2徽d2)	ud闹祖= 徽dud  (12) 

We define the instantaneous value of the error energy for a particular neuron as	囊挠Ȭ挠.Correspondingly 

the instantaneous value of 8 of the total error energy is obtained by summing 
囊挠Ȭ挠 over all neurons in 

the output layer. The instantaneous error energy is a function of the free parameters (the centre and 
width of the membership function). 惠8惠桂d = − [裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹] ud徽d∑ud徽d (13) 

So the centre parameter value will be updated as follows, 桂d纵˒+ 1邹= 桂d纵˒邹+ 	皇收− 惠8惠桂d寿= 桂d(˒) − 	皇释−试裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹守ud徽d∑ud徽d恃 
                                  	= 桂d纵˒邹+ 皇族裹纵˒邹− 裹绥(˒) 粕腮弃腮∑粕腮弃腮祖 

 
(14) 

Next we have to adjust the width parameter so, 惠8惠徽d = 惠8惠 惠 惠>惠>惠 = 惠8惠Ȭ惠Ȭ惠 惠 惠>闹惠>闹惠桂d (15) 

 惠8惠 = −揍裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹租 
                                                                = 囊挠× 2揍裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹租(− 1) 

 

 
(16) 

 = 	 >∑ud徽d 	 o,, > = 	桂d徽dud∑徽dud  

So by putting the value of ‘>’  = 桂d徽dud∑徽dud  惠 惠徽d = ∑ud徽d纵ud桂d邹− (∑桂d徽dud)ud(∑徽dud)挠  

 
(17) 

惠8惠徽d = 惠8惠 惠 惠徽d = −揍裹(˒) − 裹绥(˒)租醉∑徽dud纵桂dud邹− (∑桂d徽dud)ud(∑徽dud)挠 最 (18) 

 
 
So the width parameter will be updated as follows, 徽d纵˒+ 1邹= 徽d纵˒邹+ 皇收− 惠8惠徽d寿= 徽d纵˒邹+ 皇揍裹纵˒邹− 裹绥(˒)租逝∑徽dud(桂dud) − ∑(桂d徽dud)ud(∑徽dud)挠 噬 (19) 

So the error to be propagated to the preceding layer is, 
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磺闹= − 惠8惠>闹= − [−纵裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹租= 裹纵˒邹− 裹绥(˒) (20) 

Layer 4 : 

In this learning the adjustment calculation is done in layer5. Only the updated value from layer 5 is 
taken to adjust synaptic weight (in terms of centre and width parameter) to the layer 4. In forward down 
up mode, no parameter is needed to be adjusted. Only error signals (磺d恼) needed to computed and 
propagated. So the error signal  磺d恼 is needed to be derived in the following way. So taking chain rule, −磺d恼= 惠8惠>= 惠8惠 d 惠 d惠>d = 惠8惠(oȬ˒	bopu˒)闹惠(oȬ˒	bopu˒)闹惠 d  (21) 

After passing through the activation function if net input is equal to the result of activation function 
then the content of ‘f’ is just like ‘a’. So, 

惠(oȬ˒	bopu˒)闹惠 d = 惠>闹惠ud闹= 惠 闹惠ud闹 (22) 

 As, = >∑徽dud = ∑桂d徽dud∑徽dud  惠 惠ud = 纵∑徽dud邹纵桂d徽d邹− (∑桂d徽dud)徽d(∑徽dud)挠  

 
(23) 

 惠8惠(oȬ˒	bopu˒)闹) = 惠8惠>闹= −磺闹= − [裹纵˒邹− 裹绥纵˒邹] (24) 

So, the error signal will be, 磺d恼纵˒邹= − [裹纵˒邹− 裹绥(˒)]逝桂d徽d(∑徽dud) − (∑桂d徽dud)徽d(∑徽dud)挠 噬 (25) 

Layer 3 : 

In layer 4 the error signal is need to be computed. This error signal can be derived as 磺d脑= − 惠8惠>= − 纂 惠8惠(net	input)恼惠(oȬ˒	bopu˒)恼惠 d 嘴= − [−磺d恼] = 磺d恼 (26) 

So the error signal is, 磺d脑= 磺d恼. 

Layer 2 : 

In layer 2, the centre and width parameter of the membership function is denoted as 桂d2 and 徽d2 
respectively. In this layer i and j term is associated with m (centre) and 徽 (width) to indicate the centre 
and width of bell shaped function of the jth  term of the	bth input linguistic variable 果d. Calculation is 
done but calculated value is applied to this layer to adjust the weight. The adaptive rule of 桂d is derived 
as following way by using the chain rule, 惠8惠桂d2 = 惠8惠 d惠 d惠>d 惠>d惠桂d2 (27) 

 惠8惠 d = 素 惠8惠(oȬ˒	bopu˒)瓶瓶
惠(oȬ˒	bopu˒)瓶惠 d  (28) 

 惠8惠(oȬ˒	bopu˒)瓶= 惠8惠>瓶脑= 磺瓶脑 (29) 

And, 扦(坡乒迫	d坡颇粕迫)塞扦频腮 = 扦坪遣扦粕腮遣= 1, If ud脑	 = min (input of rule node k) 

                                                              = 0  for other 

 
(30) 

The output will be ‘0’ if partial derivative is done with other parameter. 
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惠8惠 d = 素 刽瓶瓶  (31) 

and 刽瓶= 磺瓶脑   If  d  is minimum in kth rule node’s input 

       otherwise         0       

 

(33) 

 = Ȭ坪	so,惠 d惠>	 = Ȭ坪 (32) 

And > = − (粕腮潜能屏腮鳃)潜弃腮鳃潜  

so, 惠>d惠桂d2 = − 纂2试ud − 桂d2守(− 1)徽d2挠 嘴= 2(	ud − 桂d)徽d2挠  

 
 
(33) 

So the updated value of 桂d can be calculated as follows and the adaptive rule of 桂d is, 桂d2(˒ + 1) = 桂d2纵˒邹+ 皇组− 惠8惠桂d2钻= 桂d2纵˒邹+ 皇纂惠8惠 d Ȭ坪2(ud − 桂d2)徽d2挠 嘴 (34) 

The adaptive rule of 徽d2is derived as, 惠8惠徽d2 = 惠8惠 d惠 d惠>d 惠>d惠徽d2  (35) 

扦Ė扦弃腮鳃  and  
扦频腮扦坪腮 values are calculated in the above equation and those value will be put into this equation, 

Now,> = − 纂(ud挠− 桂d2)挠徽d2能挠1 嘴 惠>d惠徽d2 = −侍− 2徽d2能挠能囊(ud − 桂d2)市= 2(ud − 桂d2)徽d2脑  

 
(36) 

So the updated value of 徽d2 is derived as, 徽d2纵˒+ 1邹= 徽d2纵˒邹+ 皇组− 惠8惠徽d2钻 (37) 

It should be also noted that this backpropagation algorithm can be easily extended to train the 
membership function which is implemented by a subneural network instead of a single term node at 
layer two, since, from the above analysis, the error signal can be propagated to the output node of the 
subneural network. Then, by using a similar backpropagation rule in the subneural net, the parameters 
in the subneural network are adjusted. 

III.   EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND RESULTS 

In the fuzzification process, i.e., in the first stage, the crisp variables, the speed error & the change in 
error are converted into fuzzy variables or the linguistics variables. The fuzzification maps the two 
input variables to linguistic labels of the fuzzy sets. The fuzzy rules are fired by Sugeno type 
inferencing technique. The fuzzy controller uses the linguistic labels. Each fuzzy label has an 
associated membership function. Those rules are fired gets the output to the defuzzification module. 
This module defuzzifies the output to the crisp value because every real world problems are dealt with 
the crisp logic. We have used the Sugeno type inferencing technique because it is a more compact and 
computationally efficient representation than a Mamdani system, the Sugeno system lends itself to the 
use of adaptive techniques for constructing fuzzy models. These adaptive techniques can be used to 
customize the membership functions so that the fuzzy system best models the data. 
 
The main advantages of Sugeno type inferencing are: 

· It is computationally efficient. 
· It works well with optimization and adaptive techniques. 

· It has guaranteed continuity of the output surface. 

· It is well suited to mathematical analysis. 
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Figure 4. Block diagram of neuro-fuzzy controller. 
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the actual closed loop system using neuro-fuzzy controller. 
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At first we have set the Mamdani type FLC with the DC Servomotor in closed loop. The closed loop 
response and the control action taken by the Fuzzy PD controller (rule base contain 49 rules) is shown 
if fig.(6) 

 

 
 
Now we are substituting the Fuzzy PD controller by the ANFIS controller (25 rules) and observe the 
response and the control action taken by the ANFIS controller. They are shown in the fig.(7). 

Figure 6. Closed loop response and control action of DC motor using Mamdani FLC (49 rules). 

Figure 7. Closed loop response and control action of DC motor using the ANFIS(25 rules). 
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Finally we use the ANFIS controller (rule base containing
in fig.(8). We can conclude from the response and the control action curve that 
type inferencing scheme gives better response than the Mamdani type inferencing scheme.
noted that the sugeno type contains lesser number of rules
rules). So we can say that the sugeno type inferencing scheme gives better response than the mamdani 
type inferencing  

The Fuzzy PD and ANFIS controller designed in this project using MATLAB sho
performance for controlling the Servo position control system in real
ANFIS controller shows almost same performance as the Fuzzy PD controller for Real
performance. Thus we can achieve the same performance
degrading the performance, in case of ANFIS controller. Effect of various design parameters on the 
performance of the Fuzzy PD controller for controlling the Servo Position Control System and also the 
robustness of the design to withstand parameter variations is tested here.

The ANFIS structure can further be tested on other processes to establish its robustness to system 
module variation. If the nature of the ANFIS structure is modified then we do not have to provid
training data to learn the ANFIS. Online tuning strategies can also be implemented on the rule base to 
modify the rules making it a self-organizing Fuzzy controller. Various optimization techniques and 
learning algorithms can be used with the fuzzy c
design parameters for a particular process.
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